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Genre

-how does ‘genre’ as a key 
television category intersect with 
other important categorical axes 
such as ‘network identity/brand’ 
and ‘target audience/taste 
culture’? 

Big Love

•HBO series

•5 seasons, 2006 -2011, 53 hours

•Creators: Mark Olsen & Will Scheffer



Big Love - Pilot

•What key conflicts drive the story?

•What are the key traits of the lead 
characters?

•What does the narrative do in order 
to attempt to ‘recruit’ an ongoing 
audience? (i.e. what kinds of narrative 
questions are left open?)

•What genre/s would you describe at 
as belonging to?

Big Love

Key characters

•Bill Hendrickson (Bill Paxton)

•Barb (Jeanne Tripplehorn) - wife 1

•Nicki (Chloe Sevigny)- wife 2

•Margene (Ginnifer Goodwin) - wife 3

•Sarah (Amanda Seyfried) - dgtr of Bill & Barb

•Ben (Douglas Smith) - son of Bill & Barb

•Roman Grant (Harry Dean Stanton)

•Alby Grant (Matt Ross)



Context

Mormon theology and polygamy:
-Family and marriage particularly 
important  as it carries through eternity
-Mormon church sanctioned polygamy 
in 1843 (ten yrs after its founding) ... 
but always only practiced by a small 
minority ... caused ruptures within 
Mormonism itself ... then renounced it 
in 1890 as part of the process of Utah 
becoming a state
-1953 Short Creek Raid
-2006: Warren Jeffs, leader of the 
FLDS, placed on FBI’s ten most 
wanted list

Context & Issues

‘The continued existence of the fundamentalist 
communities poses a threat to the LDS church as 
an American institution. Although it has renounced 
polygamy, the LDS Church still is associated with 
the practice, all the more so when references to 
polygamy are made in national media and culture’

Trepanier and Newswander 



US political debates:
-The show seems a product of the 
George Bush Jr era
-Family values (nuclear family and 
monogamy)
-Questioning of normative/traditional 
meaning of family and marriage (e.g. 
gay marriage debates and politics)
-Unusual broader focus on the role of 
religion in everyday life?Context

Context & Issues

The operations of patriarchal structures: 

-gender politics of the show
-family and marriage as an institution 
(how does power operate in relation to it)



Big Love
 and genre

Combines elements of soap 
opera/melodrama and tragedy/
drama?

Particular forms of narrative and 
associated genres have been gendered 
and valued/not-valued, e.g.

episodic (resolved narrative) = masculine
           vs 

serial (open-ended narrative) = feminine

Where do our ‘quality tv’/complex narrative 
shows fit into this schema? 

Genre, 
narrative 
form & 
gender



Soap Opera

Exemplar of ‘seriality’ as narrative form:

‘The long-term, loyal viewer of the soap opera is 
rewarded by the text in that her knowledge of the 
large and complex community of characters and 
their histories enables her to produce subtle and 
nuanced readings, whereas a single episode of any 
given soap opera, viewed out of context by a 
textually-naive critic, appears to be so much 
pointless talk among indistinguishable characters 
about events of maddeningly indeterminable 
significance’ 

Robert C Allen, ‘Introduction’, To Be Continued .... 8

-Compare with forms of so-called quality television

An influential generation of feminist 
television  scholarship ‘took the medium’s 
low cultural value as a provocative starting 
point, exploring the overt gendering of its 
pathologized, culturally subordinate 
viewers and its mediation of public and 
private spheres, and finding possibilities 
for redemptive or resistant readings in its 
carnivalesque, anarchic character’

(Michael Kackman, 2010, ‘Quality Television, Melodrama, and Cultural 
Complexity, Flow [online journal - see link via Course Blog)

Soap Opera



Tragedy

•Key themes: love, pride, abuse of power, 
the fraught relationship beween men and 
gods

•main character typically commits a 
terrible crime without realising how 
arrogant he has been

•has a narrative resolution (punishment, 
death and self-realisation) - provokes 
catharsis in the viewer

Big Love - Finale

•resolution?

•gender politics?

•type of endings - what are the kinds of 
ways in which these long-form narratives 
can narratively ‘conclude’?
(see Mittell https://justtv.wordpress.com/
2011/03/13/preparing-for-the-end-
metafiction-in-the-final-seasons-of-the-
wire-and-lost/)



For your blog entry due next Thursday:

What kind of show is Big Love? Discuss (based on today’s screenings).

In writing this post you should think about and make use of some of the interconnected television studies 
concepts that we have been referencing in this part of the course to describe/account for HBO shows: i.e. 
‘quality tv’, ‘narrative complexity’, ‘genre’, ‘melodrama’/‘soap opera’, ‘seriality’.
In doing this you will find it useful to refer to key arguments in some of the following writings (part of the work 
for you to here is to scan through and identity useful/provocative arguments and observations):

•Michael Kackman, Flow Favourites: Quality Television, Melodrama and Cultural Complexity, http://flowtv.org/
2010/03/flow-favorites-quality-television-melodrama-and-cultural-complexity-michael-kackman-university-of-
texas-austin/

•Jason Mittel, ‘More thoughts on soap operas and television seriality’, http://
mediacommons.futureofthebook.org/content/more-thoughts-soap-operas-and-television-seriality

Blog entry


